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The successful application of holographic interferometry
, and an
associated mathematical reduction process
, to the determination of an
asymmetric three-dimensional density field of an aerodynamic phenom-
enon is reported.
An integral inversion method from the field of plasma physics has
been computerized, extensively evaluated and applied to the determin-
ation of functions
,
both axisymmetric and asymmetric
, which simulate
aerodynamic density fields.
The application of holographic interferometry has been extended
to provide multiple holograms about a test region, with sufficient
coverage to provide interferometric data for the successful solution
of the density field.
The analytical and experimental methods developed were applied
to an experimental axisymmetric test field , the supersonic flow from
a free jet, and shown to be comparable to a previous solution obtained
by the Abel inversion method. Further, the free jet was tHted to
provide a test field which was asymmetric in the plane of solution.
Comparison of the resulting asymmetric solution was shown to be self-
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Holography has enabled the aerodynamicist to "freeze" the interfero-
metric view o£ a transient phenomenon and subsequently to view the field
in three dimensions , as through a "window. " This new capability has
indicated the possibility of quantitatively determining the density in such
a field, with no symmetric restrictions on its form.
To make quantitative determinations of asymmetric density fields
,
it was necessary to:
1) Invert the fringe number functions that describe the interfero-
metric data, /^a
'^<
to obtain the asymmetric density function f from within the integral.
In the search for such an inversion process the possibility of using an
asymmetric line integral inversion scheme which had been developed in the
field of plasma emissivity [Maldonado , 1966], became evident. The method
was evaluated by extensive computerized testing on density functions
found in aerodynamics, including shock waves. The inversion method was
found to be quite accurate
,
giving results which were generally within one
percent of the test function.
2) Obtain holographic interferograms of sufficient angular coverage
about a test region to provide the interferonietric data required by the in-
version process. To obtain the necessary experimental data, a holographic

work table was constructed and used to design the necessary optical
arrangement. The capability of achieving multiple Q-switched holographic
interferograms about a test region , with no opaque objects present , was
demonstrated.
3) Apply real holographic interferometric data to an inversion
process in order to demonstrate the practicality o£ the technique. A
stepwise evaluation of the system included an axisymmetric evaluation
of a free jet for comparison Avith the previously available solution of
Winckler [1948]. Having attained a solution for the three-dimensional
axisymmetric field, the asymmetric capability of the technique was
tested by tilting the free jet , which destroyed the axisymmetry in the
plane of inversion. The resulting data were inverted asymmetrically
and compared with the axisymmetrically measured density. The result
is shown to be a self-consistent comparison of the asymmetric inversion.
'
II. THEORETRICAL ANALYSIS
A. THE INTERFEROMETRY OF AERODYNAMIC FIELDS
Holography has opened a new branch of interferometry for aero-
dynamic research. Ordinary Mach-Zehnder type interferograms have
been restricted to the analysis of two-dimensional or axisymmetric flow
fields. Such interferograms are able to examine only the light beam which
has passed through the test region from a single direction. Holograms are
able to reproduce a light wave in both amplitude and phase , and further to

simultaneously reproduce two such light waves \A^ich have occurred at
different times. The resulting comparison of two reproduced li^t waves
yields an interferogram which allows the analysis of the light AA^ich has
passed through a test region from many different directions.
By interfering two coherent li^t waves with each other , interfero-
metry compares their phases, and thus provides a measured comparison
of their integrated index of refraction over their respective distances
of travel fronn a common source to the film. This relative phase
,
expressed in multiples of wavelengths and commonly called fringe num-
ber , is described by the equation:
v^ere : X = the wavelength of the light at the film
,
•r^(y,v,E)-T\,()^,V,i:) Jl (1)
n = the index of refraction seen by the traveling li^t wave
,




L2-L]l~ "t^® total distance of travel for each of the waves.
The index of refraction of a gas is well represented as a function of
the gas density [Liepmann and Roshko, 1957] by the first two terms of a
Taylor expansion:
^ - I +^ ^+... (2)
where: "^^ = the gas density at v^ich ^ is measured,
^ = the measured coefficient.

For air at 0*^C. and 760 mm. Hg.
> Xs"^ - 0012929 gm/cc. , and for deep
red light ,^ = . 000291. Thus one can rewrite equation (1) :
Equation (3) is a line integral equation for the unkno^wn density. With
sufficient evaluation of the function g (a function of three spatial
variables >A^ich one obtains from the interferograms) , one can invert the
equation to obtain the density function.
1. The Mach- Zehnder Interferometer
Figure (1) is the schematic arrangement of a typical Mach-Zehnder
interferometer [Ladenberg, ed. 1954], The two light waves v^ich are
compared travel paths A and B respectively. Alignment of the instrument
is critical to within the order of a wavelength of light , and the mirrors
and lenses must be distortion free to one-tenth of that value. The chief
practical disadvantage , however , is that one can evaluate the light beam
from only one direction at a time through the test section.
By properly aligning the components with a uniform density field
in the test section, one can exactly recombine the two light beams A and B
at the film plane of the camera. Then with a flow in the test section
,
any phase differences recorded are those due to variations in the test
section density. Such an interferogram is called "infinite fringe"
If one purposely misaligns one beam with the other (by rotating a
mirror slightly) a deliberate fringe pattern is recorded. Variation in test
section density is then recorded as a variation in the regularity of the
10





First reported by Denis Gabor [ 1948 , 1949 , 1951 ] , holography is
itself an interferometric process. By combining two coherent beams
directly on a photographic film (Figures 2 , 2a) , one records a micro-
scopically small interference pattern. Positions on the film where the
two waves are in phase will record darkly. Positions where they are out
of phase will remain light. When the developed photographic plate is
reilluminated by the reference beam (Figures 3, 3a), the interference
pattern acts as a very complex diffraction grating and diffracts three
beams ; these are the zero order , or transmitted illumination beam , and
the positive and negative first orders, which are re-creations of the
original object beam. ,
"
Mathematically , one can represent the phenomenon as the com-
bination of any two general waves which obey the scalar wave equation
[Brandt, 1968]. Let a wave be described as follows:
E (f ,t) = A(f) e^'^^ is the complex wave, v^ere • (4)
A(r) = A(F) e"^^^'^^ is the spatial portion, (5)
A(r) = a f (r) is the spatial amplitude, (6)
H'(r) is the spatial phase function,
a is the reference amplitude
,
£(r) is the spatial variation of amplitude , and
11

r is a position vector.
Since photographic film measures only the time averaged intensity
over relatively many periods o£ the wave , one need not be concerned with
the temporal portion e of the wave. Denoting the object and refer-
ence light beams by the subscripts o and r , one can represent the com-
bination of both beams at the photographic plate as:
The intensity recorded Awill be:
vAiere * denotes complex conjugate. Assuming a linear ratio of intensity
to transmittance of the developed hologram, the transmittance is:
T - 1 - T, I - 1 - T, (I K\\ I kf) - T, (a: X) -XilX) '''
AA^ere Ti is the transmittance corresponding to unit intensity. Upon
reillumination by the reference beam, the transmitted wave is:
A,T = [l-T.(lAvM Aj')] Ar - \jMX] Ao - {jkXUt (")
v^ere the quantities in square brackets represent attenuation. The first
term represents the transmission of the reilluminating reference beam
,
the second terni represents the production of an attenuated object beam
,
and the third term represents a modified reconstruction of the complex
conjugate of the object beam (Figure 3). The modification of the conjugate
object wave depends upon the nature and direction of the reference beam
but for simple reference waveforms there is usually only a magnification
12

and angular displacement to the opposite side of the reference wave. The
negative sign on the reconstructed wave amplitude is immaterial, since a
negative amplitude on a continuous wave simply represents a 180° phase
change.
If the reillumination beam is different from the original reference
beam
,
the reconstructed diffraction beams are distorted accordingly.
For the most part
,
this distortion is due to different source location or
different wavelength of light , •w^ich create magnification and angular
displacement of the object waves.
For laboratory use
, the reconstructed holographic image can be
considered an almost exact duplication of the original.
3. Holographic Interferometry
The application of holography to interferometry [Heflinger, et.al.
,
1966] derives from the fact that the holographic film records the diffrac-
tion pattern almost linearly. When double exposed, the hologram records
two diffraction patterns superimposed upon one another. Therefore
,
when a double exposed hologram is reilluminated , each recorded diffraction
pattern will diffract its own first order beams. An observer will see both
recorded scenes simultaneously. One may simply replace A by A , + A
^
in equations (8-10). To produce a holographic interferogram of a test
section as in Figure 2 , one exposes the hologram for one-half the exposure
time with no flow in the test section (the uniform field provides the
13

comparison beam) ; then completes the exposure with the subject flow field
present. The two reconstructed waves will interfere with each other in
much the same manner as do the two waves of the Mach-Zehnder in the
infinite fringe configuration.
If , instead of making a second exposure of the hologram , one re-
places it exactly in position and reilluminates both the hologram and the
object, one can again compare the two waves, except that in this case
one of the object scenes is real and the other is a reconstructed virtual
image. Such real-time holographic interferometry is called the "live"
fringe technique.
The chief advantage of either method is that, except for differences
in the test section , both the test and the comparison beams have traveled
throu^ exactly the same optical regions. Optical components are then
automatically matched. In practice rather crude optical components can
be used with excellent results.
By a slight rotation of the hologram or of one of the mirrors be-
tween exposures , one can achieve the same finite fringe presentation as
with the Mach-Zehnder.
a. Dark Field Interferograms
Dark field interferograms are produced v^en the test section
does not contain any light scattering properties. The observer looking at
the reconstructed image is unable to focus on anything other than the
14

source; objects in the test section, as well as regions o£ interference,
can only be observed as shadows. Such interferograms correspond to
those taken by ordinary methods with only one direction of light beam
passage through the test field , corresponding to only one light source.
b. Light Field Interferograms
True three-dimensional interferograms are obtained AA^en a
diffuser plate is placed between the source and the test section. The
object beam then becomes diffused through the test section and appears
to the observer as a continuous background of source points against u-hich
the test section, and its interference pattern, become a silouette. Be-
cause each point of the diffuse plate acts as an individual source for any
line of sight passing through it, equation (3) may be evaluated for any
line v^ich passes through both the diffuser plate and the hologram. A
continuous evaluation of the function g can thus be provided as a function
of position and angle. This function g, the fringe pattern, changes as
the observer changes viewing aspect , but generally the fringe patterns
cannot be localized by their parallax.
By arranging several holographic plates about a test section, as
in Figure 4 , one can obtain the fringe number function for a rather con-
tinuous segment of angular variation about the z axis of the field. The
resulting array of integral values can be applied to the inversion of
equation (3) to provide a solution for the density field in the test section.
15

B. THE INTEGRAL INVERSION
1. The Basic Equation to Invert
Equation (3) , re\vritten for a plane of constant z is:
3 (v
>
i ,£,.) = Q
^
.
? {\s ,0 ^^' (11)
v^here: tU>^.^c) = ^ (^>V.^c) ,^
t«
(12)
and: ^ ^ l^" (^3)
x' and y' are measured in a coordinate system which is rotated by an angle
% about the z axis (Figure 5).
2. Maldonado's Inversion
The integral inversion method utilized in this investigation was
first reported by C. D. Maldonado et.al. in 1965 [1966; Olsen, 1968].
It was used for obtaining plasma emissivity within a particular region
from the measured values of emission intensity measured from outside
the region. The form of the equation resulting from such emissivity
studies is identical to that of equation (11). The procedure involves the
representation of the function f of equation (11) in a complete set of
orthogonal functions , with the expansion coefficients evaluated by use
of the orthogonality condition.
An earlier method involving series expansion of the function f
had been reported in 1962 by S. I. Herlitz. The method applied to cases
of asymmetric function of finite domain. Maldonado's method follows sim-
ilar logic , but it is applicable to asymmetric functions of infinite domain.
16

The fxinction £ is assumed to be squared integrable over the infinite
plane so that it may be expanded in a complete set of orthogonal functions.
The selection of a suitable set of orthogonal functions is discussed in
Appendix B.
a. The Analytical Procedure
function S
00 00
The unknown function may be expanded in a special set of




where £-n^~ 2. for m = , ^-^^ = 1 for m =1,2,3... and C-Yy^^.2.\e.
are the unknown complex coefficients of expansion. c< is an arbitrary
scale factor which may be considered the reciprocal of a non-dimensional-
izing coefficient.
tVvx
The functions U-Yv\+^K ^^® defined:
^^*2k('^'^.^^)= (-0 ^ t( (->Y\+k) I £
" L"(oex%<.V) (15)
where: 9=
^^^"(^y~2r > ^'^^ ^k is the associated
Laguerre polynomial:
S-o
The function U^^^^ has a gauss transform:
T^^ ^.v'p-^ \ ll*-"^ U.-.-^p'"^ \ ' ^ H-M.^v^'^^ (16a)
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to oo - --i
where
'«'>n+^\t \^^') ^^^ Hermite polynomials o£ order m+2k.
The particular advantage of the set of fvinctions U^^j.^ ^ that they
are "invariant in form" to a rotation of coordinate system [Maldonado
5
1965]. That is , they remain an orthogonal set under a rotation of the
coordinate system. Observe that in the equation for the polynomial (15),
the angle (|) occurs only in the complex exponential term.
In terms of the expanded function f , and utilizing the trans-
form relation of equation {16)5 equation (11) becomes:
-^ - - J
"tn^zo V--0 (17)
Equation (17) is subject to the following orthogonality condition:
It CO
Where o is the kroneker delta function. The solution of equation (18)
applied to equation (17) leads to the expansion coefficients:






Equation (17) , with the coefficients of equation (19) , represents
the function g by a Gram-Charlier series in the radial direction, and by
a Fourier series in the azimuthal direction.
Equation (14), with the coefficients of equation (19), becomes:
'vVa. z_ Z_ '^^ —7 s^
—
•Real )) c^(vU)e"'^ H^.ewMciv'a^-lJ^,^u(«>^.«v)
or, inserting equation (15):
(20)




C^v.C«)4 S 3 ^^- cos(-w6 ) V\^,.,^M iVAi (22)
-^r -*o
!k 00





(22) and (23) represent the fundamental
inversion by Maldonado's method. Both analytical and numerical inversions
were demonstrated in his series of three papers.
The method applies quite directly to density fields. The zero
19

value of the function /\^ studied in interferometry is arbitrary and can
always be chosen such that the function is zero outside of a given circular
boundary. Singularities do not occur in real density fields except for the
spaces occupied by opaque objects. Cases with simple solid objects appear
amenable to this method, but will not be discussed here.
b. The Numerical Procedure
Since experimental data are not obtained in analytical form 5
the indicated operations must be performed numerically. The contractual
report resulting from the investigation by Olsen, et. al. [1966], included
a computer program. However , it appeared more prudent to reprogram
the basic equations to fit the available computer , and to more closely
meet the needs of the particular application.
The form of equation (2^) is a truncated form of equation (21):
^^^^.feo ^l^^^i \ •
-V (24)
The numerical evaluations of the coefficients from equations
(22) and (23) are accomplished approximately. Since the function is
known to be zero outside of the circular domain of Figure (5) , the
integration over y' need only be made over finite limits , defined here as
-S/2 to +S/2. The fxmction g, which is always single-valued, is assumed
to be constant within the discrete areas of the data plane represented
20

in Figures (6) and (7). This permits the integrals to be represented as
a finite sum of integrals over the subregions:







The integrals are then evaluated over the sub-intervals with &*. =- -tl ,
The integrals over £ are elen\entary , and the integrals over y' are evalu-
ated by use of the derivative formula for Hermite polynomials [Erdelyi,
et. al. , 1953], The resulting general formulae for B and D are:





[viwv.M(^^i-0 - W^..w.v(« v-.o.
iNAx ^^»^'^





\A^ich are valid for m "7 0. The special case of m = represents the axi-
symmetric solution. The terms within the brackets





sm (^^t^i )-SvKi (tv\?>uO
^ Ir.x- %\-y ' h%
c. The Computer Program - Holofer
Ut" ^H' ^^ (29)
In order to perform the inversions a FORTRAN IV computer
program called HOLOFER, which includes a large number of variable para-
meters and optional modes of operation,was Awritten. The complete
program , with input parameter descriptions and the working data , is
included in appendix C.
(1) The Basic Program. The data plane , called the G-array
,
consists of a discrete set of values of the function g of equation (11)
taken over regular intervals of y' and % , of size IMAX by JMAX (Figure 7).
The G-array is obtained in one of three modes. Mode one computes the
G-array that corresponds to an optional test function by the numerical
integration of equation (11) at regular intervals of y' and S . By gener-
ating its own data from a test function , mode one provides the basic pro-
gram testing capability. In mode two operation, HOLOFER interpolates
a regular G-array from an irregularly entered set of values such as those
normally obtained in holographic interferometry. Mode three operation
reads in a regular array of input values directly.
Next, equations (27) and (28) are evaluated for each set of
coefficients B and D up to the series truncation values of m = MLIMIT
22

and k = KLIMIT. These B and D values are stored on external (DISK)
storage.
Having computed the B and D coefficients , HOLOFER next
evaluates equation (24) for each point in the test section individually.
Either a cartesian or a cylindrically aligned array of spatial coordinates
can be accommodated by choice of input parameters. In the evaluation of
equation (24) , truncation of each series is performed by first specifying
an input parameter epsilon. If a certain number of terms in a row remain
less than epsilon times the existing partial sum , the series is truncated.
If the index values reach the limiting available set of B and D coefficients
before the series has converged, the most recent few values of the partial
sum are averaged.
(2) Add-On Fvuictions . A second G-array may be computed and
added to the original G-array prior to the inversion. The array is com-
puted in the mode one operation from any given function. In addition , a
gaussian random number of specified standard deviation may be added to
the second G-array. The first feature provides the capability of adding
a smoothing function to data with severe properties , such as from shock
waves or opaque discontinuities in the interferograms. Peripheral infor-
mation about the function may be used to determine a desirable function.
The known add-on function is then automatically subtracted from the
solution. The second feature allows one first to perform the inversion
23

of a set o£ data with a known error size and then to compare the result
with a previous solution in order to estimate the possible error in the
solution.
(3) Shock Waves . The polynomial series representation of
discontinuous or high gradient regions such as those from shock waves
requires a large number of terms. Accordingly, the inversion routine
requires a large index of m and k to represent steep gradients. If
sufficiently many data points are entered on input to provide adequate
significance in the high order terms , one can utilize rather large values
of MLIMIT and KLIMIT to obtain reasonably accurate inversions.
If one has prior knowledge of the function to be inverted
,
such as an isentropic solution of a flow field, an add-on function can be
added which will smooth the net function at such discontinuities , i. e.
the subtraction of a "plug" function shape in Figure (12). Such modifi-
cation enhances the convergence of the resulting function , if it is well
matched, and it therefore improves the accuracy of the result. An
analogous method applicable to the Abel axisymmetric inversion has been
described by Bennet, Ccirter, and Bergdolt [1952], called the method of
"reduced functions," which operates on the fringe curve directly.
d. Symmetry
HOLOFER is designed to invert an asymmetric field. There
24

are , however , several simplifications to the process that result from
symmetry in the field.
(1) Axisymmetric Fields . For axisymmetric fields, the
angular variations disappear \vith the result that only one view or one
line of the G-array need be considered. The coefficient evaluation
integrals over the angular domain thus become zero , for all except the
«i = case , and the summation process simplifies to a single series.
Computation time in this mode is reasonably short , from 20 - 60 seconds
on the IBM 360-67 digital computer for KLIMIT = 1000. The majority of
program testing has been in this mode.
(2) With Planes of Symmetry. Planes of symmetry in the
field reduces the angular requirements of the input data. In Figure (8)
,
the data plane is shown divided into unique segments , only one of which
need be supplied. Note that even in the asymmetric case , the data plane
has two duplicate (though inverted) segments. The function looks the
same from opposite sides of the domain, with reversed argument:
^(v\ £) = ^("'^ji)-^'^) c Additionally, the domain of orthogonality
is reduced for cases of planar symmetry greater than one. The regions
which are not cross hatched, are subdomains of orthogonality. The region
of integration for coefficient evaluation is reduced accordingly in the
program. The index value iti in the series representation corresponds
to the Fourier mode of the expansion of the function f in the azimuthal
25

direction. Therefore , for cases of planar symmetry the coefficients
are zero for certain values of m . To summarize:
Asymmetric: uses all B and D coefficients:
One Plane: uses B coefficients only, all
Two Planes: uses B coefficients, m = 0, 2, 4, 6,
Three Planes: uses B coefficients, m= 0, 3, 6, 9 ....
Four Planes: uses B coefficients, m=0, 4, 8, 12 ....
Five Planes: uses B coefficients , m= , 5, 10 , 15 .....
.
etc.
Axisymmetric corresponds to an infinite number of planes of
symmetry: uses B coefficients m = only.
While the higher numbers of symmetry planes have little practical
value , they are included automatically in the generalization of the program
symmetry tests. '
.
3. Theoretical Results /
a. Artificial Data Generation
Mode one of the program generates the G-array for a
specified function. Several functions are included in subroutine FUNCT
for use as program tests or as add-on functions. Provision is also
made to enter an arbitrary function in subroutine SPFUN by simply
entering the Fortran cards describing the function. In addition, a set
of numerical values may be read in and used as a function with linearly
26

interpolated values between the given points. The G -array is evaluated
at each value of y' and S as shown in Figure (7). Simple sunrumation of
the function value at 3. (IMAX) points along the line y' = const, is used to
evaluate the integral. Once the data plane is filled, the inversion process
makes no distinction between computed or experimental data in the G-
array.
b. Test Inversions
(1) Axisymmetrie . Figure (9) represents the function, com-
puted fringe curve, and inverted solution of a gaussian function similar
to Maldonado's test case: ^^ e ^ ^^^ ^ (30)
The original analytical function is shown as a solid line , while the corres-
ponding computed fringe curve is shown to a separate scale as a series of
boxes. The greatest difference between the inverted solution and the
original function was 0. 001, or 0. 1 percent of the maximum function
value.
Figure (10) is a cosine-squared function:
? = COS^ {z^^ (xV^^)/^) (31)
The greatest inversion error was 0. 5 percent of the maximum functional
value.
To determine the capability of the program to invert shock -
wave type discontinuities, a circular square wave, or "plug" function,was
inverted. Figure (11) shows a rounding off of the discontinuity that is
27

typical of a truncated series representation. The maximum error that
occurs in the nearby region is 6. 2 percent. At the center o£ the function,
at radius zero, the series does not converge. The resulting 8. 6 percent
r
error is typical of the center point of inverted functions containing dis-
continuities.
Winckler , in an extensive application of the Abel inversion
niethod to free jets [1948] , used a hypothetical test function that is
shown in Figure (12). Plots of the solutions he obtained are shown for
comparison of the two methods. The characteristic "overshoot" of the
Abel method near the discontinuity is shown , \\^ere the largest error by
the Maldonado inversion was 3. 8 percent.
Figures (13) and (14) are inversions of typical axisymmetric
density functions from the Winckler analysis of a free jet. They demon-
strate the capability of the inversion routine with realistic types of
functions. Both inversions were accurate to within 2. 6 percent.
(2) Non-Axisymmetric . Figure (15) represents three cross-
sections of the same gaussian function as before , now centered at
X = .1, y = O.cm. This corresponds to the test example that Maldonado
used in the verification of his inversion scheme. The solution is every-
vAiere accurate to within 0. 8 percent with a very low number of series
terms. The function is planar symmetric and thus tests only the cosine
terms of the expansion.
28

Figure (16) represents three-cross-sections of an asy-
metric test case. The function is an elliptical cone of base diameters
0. 7 X 0. 5 cm. , centered at x = 0. 707
, y = 0. 707 cm. In the solution, the
tip of the cone is rounded by the natural smoothing characteristics of the
inversion method, but otherwise the maximum error is 1. 5 percent. This
test case represents a complete test of the inversion procedure , utilizing
both B and D terms of both series expansions.
III. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS
1. The Holographic Table
A holographic work table was designed and constructed to provide
optical bench facilities about a free jet, as shown in Figures (17) and (18).
The table was designed to evaluate various arrangements of optical com-
ponents to achieve a wide angle of holographic field of view, and to
suppress the vibration caused by the free jet noise.
The table was made of pressed plywood laminate , two and one-
half inches thick. The four by six foot table was mounted on a rotatable
set of plywood boards , with a centerhole of eight inches diameter to
accommodate the free jet. This arrangement provided the capability
of rotating the entire table about the flow field. Below the rotating
arrangement , the table rested on four small tire tubes to provide
29

structural vibration isolation from the building. For experiments
conducted in C-W gas laser holography with up to thirty second exposure
times (without the free jet) the arrangement was very successful. Be-
neath the inner-tube mounting, the table rested on four standard auto-
mobile type screw jacks. Recessed jack points allowed the table to be
readily tilted to about 15*^ about the flow field.
A Korad K-1 pulsed ruby laser operating at a wavelength of 6941. A.
was employed with a Pockels cell Q switching device. The resultant
effective hologram exposure time was about 20 ns.
,
eliminating problems
with vibration during the hologram exposure. There does remain the
problem of vibratory misalignment of the optical components between
the two exposures of the holographic interferogram . To help damp
accoustically-caused vibration, the miirrors were all mounted on heavy
metal blocks. The weakest link in the setup appeared to be the beam
splitter holders. They were lightest of the table components, and as a
result of their vibration , holographic interferograms obtained tended to
have a finite fringe. Occasionally a hologram would be unusable because
the fringe spacing became too fine to resolve.
2. The Test Section
The table was mounted around a standing free jet. The plenum
chamber was about 45 cm. long by 30 cm. diameter. The jet extended
45 cm. above the plenum chamber with an inside diameter of 3. 18 cm. and
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a throat diameter of 2. cm. at the exit. The test section was defined
by a square plexiglass enclosure , the four inside surfaces of which were
inscribed with a one centimeter square grid. The grid box provided some
vibration insulation for the jet , and also produced a self-contained co-
ordinate system for the hologram and the corresponding photographs.
The holograms were arranged about the grid box as shown in Figure (19)
,
with the coordinate system established as shown. Commercial ground
glass plate was used as the diffuser.
3. Laboratory Techniques
Alignment of the laser beam with the optical components was
accomplished by aligning a continuous wave helium-neon gas laser through
the rear mirror and along the ruby axis of the pulsed laser. A -20 cm.
meniscus lens of inexpensive quality was used to diverge the beam. Care
must be exercised in this arrangement to insure the convex side of the
lens is towards the ruby laser. Concave surfaces in the near vicinity of
a high power laser can themselves focus a high density of reflected energy
,
>Ahich might damage the laser itself or any near components.
Relative intensities of reference to object beams of about 4:1
were found to yield good holograms.




so as to have the same optical path length from source to hologram
for each beam is a tedious procedure , a cork pinboard was designed to
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facilitate the table arrangements. Threads of the same length, each one
representing a laser beam , were stretched from the laser source to their
various holograms via different routes over a sketch of the table and held
in position with pins. The table has a six inch grid painted on its surface
to facilitate location of the components from the grid on the sketch.
The pin board saved many hours of arrangement time.
Holograms were made on Agfa-Gaefert 8E75 holographic plates.
Development was five minutes in Kodak D-19 developer, 30 seconds in
acetic acid stop bath of standard dilution , five minutes in standard fixer
,
one minute water wash , followed by immersion in wetting agent (Kodak
PhotoFlo) prior to drying. It was observed that good reconstructions
of restricted field of view could be obtained immediately after developing,
v^ile the plate was still wet. Normal reconstructions were made with the
continuous wave gas laser at 6 328A. The resulting image magnification
from reconstruction at a different wavelength was not considered
deleterious. The technique used in making photographs for data extraction
will be discussed in the next section.
B. HOLOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1. Non-Flow Holographic Experiments
Holographic experience was gained with a Spectra- Physics model
124 gas laser. Both back-lighted scenes and diffuse objects were recorded.
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Real time interferometry of a test area was demonstrated and surface
defomnation interferometry was obtained. Figure (20) shows the inter-
ference pattern on the surface of a small clamping device under strain.
Figure (21) is one view of the interference pattern about a cigarette. Be-
tween exposures of the hologram
,
the cigarette had been radiantly heating
the platform below it for about three minutes , and the platform shows
the interference pattern caused by the resulting thermal expansion. The
gas laser was used to confirm the optical arrangement of Figure (19) for
multiple hologram viewing of the free jet test scene. Successful holo-
graphic interferograms were obtained of cigarettes at all hologram
positions.
2. Free ]et Experimentation
The Korad giant pulse laser was installed on the table and holo-
grams taken of the free jet exhausting to the atmosphere. Figure (22)
shows a shadowgram taken at 35 psig plenum pressure. A shadowgram
is produced directly on the hologram plate when the holographic image is
recorded by a single exposure of the dark field technique (with the ground-
glass diffuser absent).
Figures (23) and (24) show two views obtained from the same
holographic interferogram of jet flow at 60 psig. The interferometric
data from this hologram were inverted to provide an axisymmetric
solution. The results of the solution follow in section D. Holographic
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interferograms were also taken at 25, 40, 45, and 50 psig. , but were not
reduced. Turbulent flow perturbations became more predominant as the
pressure was reduced.
To provide a non-axisymmetric test o£ the method, the table was
tilted 11 clockwise about the y axis o£ the table. As a result of the tilt,
horizontal cross sections through the field became planar symmetric about
the x-z plane. The solution of planar symmetric fields require a 90° field
of view. Three simultaneous holographic interferograms were taken about
the tilted jet at 60 psig. with the arrangement shown in Figure (19). Each
of the three holograms provided a field of view of about 15 , one of which
had several degrees obscured by the corner of the box. To provide more
complete coverage , the table was rotated and additional holograms taken.
Two rotations were required. Figures (25) and (26) show the interfero-
grams taken at 5° and 85*^ which were used in the data reduction.
3. Experimental Techniques and Considerations
Previous work at this laboratory [Sullivan, 1968] had shoAvn the
intensity transmission of collimated laser light beyond commercial ground
glass falls below 30 percent of the incident intensity beyond viewing angles
of about + 8°. Since the diffraction capability of a holographic plate ex-
ceeds +^ 8°, the ground glass represents the limiting factor to the field of ,
view. In fact , usable holographic interferograms were obtainable with
from +5*^ to j;10° field of view, centered about the object beam direction,
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the field size being a function of the ratio of the intensities of object
beam and reference beam.
The holographic interferogram appears as a completely three-
dimensional set of fringes to the observer. Only special cases of the
fringe pattern can be localized, those corresponding to Young's fringes
(the finite fringe background pattern) , or those corresponding to regions
of spherical or cylindrical density variations. To obtain usable data
from the fringe number function, one must sample discrete segments
of the information. This is done by recording a series of photographic
interferegrams at regular angles about the test section. For a completely
general field one requires 180 field of view, while the planar symmetric
case studied required 90°.
There are two basic methods of obtaining sufficient angular cover-
age of the field. The first is to take several individual holograms
,
rotating the relative angle between the hologram setup and the test
section for each hologram. Unsteadiness in the flow between the expo-
sures will introduce errors. The second method involves arranging a
series of holograms about the test section for simultaneous exposure.
Intervals in the data from the second method are filled by interpolation.
Interpolation over large angles requiii^s that the function vary slowly






A normal photograph of the hologram records an image of the
focus plane as shown in Figure (28). Each position on the photograph rep-
resents the line of sight from the image to the aperture (Hgure 27).
All of these lines of sight will represent a non-parallel set of lines. For
reasonable camera focus distances , the deviation from parallelism is
small and may be neglected. The spatial filtering technique shown in
Figure (29) allows the selection of parallel sets of lines of sight for the
recorded fringe pattern. The aperture stop at the focal plane of the lens
filters out all but the lines parallel to the central angle. The resulting
photographs are simpler to analyze since the angles are constant. In
addition , fringe data from any z plane may be obtained from the single
photograph. Mach- Zehnder interferograms
,
because of their single col-
limated source
,
provide the same type of interferogram.
The technique utilized for this investigation was an application
of the lensless focusing capability of the hologram and is easier to achieve
then the previous two methods. Figure (29a) shows a hologram being re-
illuminated by a conjugate reference beam of snnall diameter. The real
image of the test scene is foimed in the same position as shown in
Figure (3). Because the reconstruction beam is of small size, the illum-
inated portion of the hologram represents a small aperture . The result-
ing image has a large depth of field and a photographic film placed at the
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image records the test scene. Additionally the rays may be focused in the
most desirable plane by positioning the film plane , usually near the center
of the disturbance. The lines of sight recorded represent the diverging
bundle passing through the aperture position from the diffuser. The
maximum angle of divergence at the edge of the test field encountered
was + 5°. For resolution greater than + 5°, one must compensate for the
variation. A subroutine of the computer program was written to accom-
plish this compensation, but the errors introduced by neglecting the bundle
divergence have been acceptably small , and use of the routine has not been
required.
The specular interference of coherent light from a diffuse
surface causes a film graininess that is inversely proportional to record-
ing aperature size [Tanner, 1967]. Although recording apertures of one
millimeter were used, the speckle created no problems.
b. Data Reduction
To obtain the photographic interferograms , a camera back
with viewing screen was placed in the position of the real image of the
hologram as previously described (Figure 29a). The illumination of each
position on the hologram corresponds to a particular effective aperture
position. The hologram was positioned such that the desired set of front
and rear grid lines lined up on the camera back viewing screen correspond-
ing to the desired elevation and angle of view for the picture. Reference
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to Figures (23) and (24) show grid alignments at z = 3. cm. , S = 0° and
2=1. cm.
, i = respectively. Polaroid P/N 55 film was used to record
the image.
To obtain the graphical plot o£ the fringe number function
,
the negative was used in a photo enlarger to image directly upon graph
paper. With the enlargement adjusted to match the scale of the paper,
the positions of the maxima and minima of the fringes along the desired
cross section were determined visually. The fringes were counted , and
given a graphical elevation according to their number. Initial fringe
numbering was arbitrary, commencing with a fringe well to one side of the
field and proceeding across the field, the light regions representing
integer values of the fringe number.
Figure (30) shows a typical working graph that was used for the
% = 5^ view of the tilted jet. The finite fringe reference line was drawn
from the field edges and the curve was transcribed. Numerical values
were then read from the curve at regular increments of radius ( y' )
corresponding to the G -array size IMAX.
For the axisymmetric case the entire procedure was repeated
for each level z plane to be solved. Since each aperture position on the
hologram corresponds to a particular elevation and angle of view, a new
picture was made for each horizontal z plane through the field.
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For the asymmetric case , a new picture was taken for each
angle % desired. When the angle desired was not available because of
gaps in the holographic coverage , the curve was graphically interpolated
from nearby curves on either side. Fringe curves were obtained in the
standard manner for angles on each side. The two curves were then over-
layed on a light table and an intermediate curve drawn at the proper
relative distance.
IV. THE APPLICATION OF THE INTEGRAL INVERSION TECHNIQUE
TO THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. AXISYMMETRIC SOLUTION
The interferometric data from the hologram of the free jet at
60 psig. were reduced at eight positions out to z = 2. cm. in the manner
described previously. Figure (31) shows the fringe curves obtained at
2 = 0.5 cm. and z = 1. 5 cm. with their corresponding density solutions.
The complete set of solutions are shoAwn topologically in Figure (32). The
solution compares quite well with the topological features of the free jet
solutions obtained by Ladenberg, Van Voorhis , and Winckler [1949] in their
very extensive interferometric analysis of free jets of one centimeter
diameter. Figure (33) is an isodensity Hne plot of the obtained data.
Qualitatively, the densities compare very well with the similar plot of
the Winckler solution (Figure 34). Exhaust density in the central region
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o£ the exit plane agrees within 0. 2 mg/cc (5. 3 percent of the maximum
field density) and in the central region at z/d=l. (d= nozzle diameter)
within about 0. 1 mg/cc (2. 8 %) , rising to a maximum of 0. 4 gm/cc (10. 6%)
between. At a relative radius of one-half , the difference in the two
solutions runs from about 0. 05 mg/cc (1.4%) at z/d=0. rising to about
0. 2 mg/cc at z/d=0. 25 and falling to 0. 1 mg/cc at z/d=l. At the jet radius
,
the maximum differences fall to about 0. 05 mg/cc.
B. NON-AXISYMMETRIC SOLUTION
Figure (35) shows the measured fringe curves obtained for the free jet
at 60 psig. and eleven degrees of tilt , on a horizontal plane which inter-
sects the jet axis at a point 0.5 cm from the nozzle. A total of nine
angular positions were sampled, every other one being shoAAm in the figure.
The significant trend in these data is the shoulder increasing with de-
creasing angle on the left-hand side and with increasing angle on the right-
hand side. A contour map of the data surface from § = to i = 90*^ is
shown in Figure (36). Since not all data could be obtained simultaneously 5
the run number from which the holograms used were obtained is shown.
The non-regularities appear to be the effects of errors introduced in the
correlation of angular views taken at different times. A data smoothing
technique used by Maldonado , et. al. on this data plane was that of fitting
smooth curves to the plotted points and adjusting the data to fit the
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smoothed curves. For this experiment, however, the data were used
without smoothing. Figure (37) shows a sketch of the tilted plane through
the jet , with the five lines shown along AA^ich solutions were obtained.
Figure (38) shows the solution at the five diametric cross sections from
% = 0° to ii= 90°. The effects of the shoulder variation in the input data
show up here as variations in the position and size of the density "valley"
v^ich one can see in the axisymmetric topological plot of Figure (32).
The comparison of the solution from the tilted plane at . ^ = 0° , 45 , and
90° is made with the solutions taken from the axisymmetric experiment
in common plots of the two functions. The shoulder and valley features
of the two solutions appear consistent. The central "hill," is consistent
in the two solutions , to the point of showing a common inflection in the
slope near radius + 0. 5. The outer five points on either side of the 90°
curve include convergence errors arising from failure of their series
evaluations to converge. The maximum difference in the two solutions
is about 8 percent, although the mean deviation is much less.
C. DISCUSSION OF THE ERRORS
1. Numerical Inversion Errors
Several function shapes were investigated with the axisymmetric
inversion to determine the effect of inversion parameters upon the
accuracy of the inversion. Errors resulted from two basic causes: one
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was the failure o£ the series evaluation to converge within the maximum
number o£ terms for which computed coefficients B and D were available;
the other was the approximation caused by representation of the con-
tinuous function g by a discrete set of values.
Convergence of the series evaluation is fastest in regions where
the functional shape matches a gaussian. As few as five terms of the
K series were sufficient to evaluate the gaussian function to within
one percent everywhere. The asynnmetric test of Figure (15) of the dis-
placed gaussian used only a maximum of 25 terms , corresponding to
MLIMIT=5, KLIMIT=5 to achieve accuracy to within 0. 8 percent. The
opposite extreme occurs when functions with steep gradients or discontin-
uities are inverted. For example, in the test of Winckler's function
(Figure 12) , the region near the discontinuity required up to 1700 terms
for convergence; at the discontinuity itself, convergence was not achieved
with 2000 terms. For functions with such discontinuities, or for exper-
imental data inversions where there are normal irregularities in the data
,
the center position (at radius zero) often fails to converge , resulting in
error at that position of up to 10 percent. When convergence has failed,
however , the index count of the output inforniation clearly indicates the
failure , and this point value may be simply neglected. Interpolation of
the missing value from nearby convergent points normally reduces the
error to within two percent.
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Decreasing the number o£ points of the data plane reduces the
significance of the higher order modes of the series expansion. This rounds
normally smooth functions , and causes oscillations in functions with dis-
continuities. For example, the step function of Figure (11) had a maximum
error of 6. 2 percent with IMAX = 200, and maximum error of 12.7 percent
vdth IMAX = 100. Additionally, the inversion at IMAX = 100 caused a severe
oscillation over most of the step.
Since there is no mathematical requirement in the inversion for
regular spacing of the data grid, modification of the numerical equations
could be made to accommodate finer mesh sizes in the regions of special
interest.
2. Errors in the Data
The errors in the final solution are mostly due to errors in
the data. There are several independent sources of data errors , covered
here individually.
Probably the greatest source of error in the data arises from
the unsteadiness of the jet flow. The three apparent perturbations in
the solution of Figure (33) correspond to 0. 1 mg/cc and 0. 2 mg/cc respec-
tively. Based upon the maximum density in the field, these correspond
to 2. 8 and 5. 6 percent errors. Variations in the flow between the runs
are considered responsible for the major fluctuations evident on the data
plane shown in Figure (36). The asymmetric solution tends to spread
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errors over the whole field, reducing their effect by statistical
averaging.
Graphical positioning of the interferogram and scale matching in
the photo-enlarger to graph paper step is accurate to within two percent.
However , a two percent position error might be magnified to a five
percent density error in regions of normally high density gradient. The
accuracy to which one can determine the fringe number position in read-
ing the interferogram is within + l/8th. of a fringe , or within about 1. 5
percent of the maximum fringe number of the flow interferograms
studied. Winckler has provided an analysis of the relative merits in
reading several different fringe arrangements to minimize the fringe
number error. Figure (39) shows the inverted solution of the axisynumetric
test case at z = 0.75 cm. with a second solution superimposed. The
second solution has been made from data with added random error of
0.0625 standard deviation, corresponding to + l/8th. fringe number error
in reading the data. The resulting error varies with a maximum of 2.
1
percent.
The background finite fringe spacing is assumed to be constant
through the field. Figure (40) illustrates the type of error that could
exist by the failure of linearity. An error curve that starts at zero
at the boundaries of the flow and rises to one-half fringe in the number
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would yield a maximum solution error of 0. 18 mg/cc at the center, or
about 5. percent for the axisymmetric solution.
It is estimated in the solution presented herein that probable
errors are less than 8 percent everyv^ere , corresponding to the maxi-
mum difference in comparison of the two solutions in Figure (38).
V. SUMMARY
A. CONCLUSIONS
A self-consistent method has been demonstrated for the acquisition
of interferometric data about a three-dimensional density field of one
plane of symmetry. The data set has been successfully inverted by the
application of a recently developed mathematical inversion scheme and
shown to be reliable to within eight percent of the density range. The
mathematical model has been tested for realistic density patterns
,
representing supersonic wakes and jets. The pulsed laser method of holo-
graphic interferometry can be successfully applied in environments rela-
tively hostile to normal interferometry. There are no inherent
restrictions to the application of the method to generally asymmetric
fields. The optical arrangennent of the system is highly flexible and can
be modified for interferometric studies of wakes , rockets , turbo-




Most o£ the errors introduced in the solution were the results of the
data-reduction methods used. The use of an appropriately designed densito-
meter for determining fringe locations on the negatives might improve the
accuracy of fringe location and merits investigation. Measurable features
on some object in the test area should be incorporated for accurate scaling
and positioning of the data coordinates.
Experimental improvements could be accomplished as follows.
An effort should be made to increase the field of view from the diffuser
plate to provide increased angular coverage. The use of heavy, naturally
damped mounts should be provided for the beam splitters for better
control of the spacing of finite background fringes.
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RGURE 6: DOMAIN OF THE FUNCTION G OVER WHICH ORTHOGONAL
INVERSION IS PERFORMED IN THE GENERAL CASE'.
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FIGURE 8. THE EFFECTS OF SYMMETRY OF THE FUNCTION F UPON
THE REPEATABLE CHARACTER AND INTERVAL OF
ORTHOGONAUTY IN THE G FUNCTION
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FIGURE 10. AXISYMMETRIC TEST CASE —(COSINE) FUNCTION
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FIGURE 13. AXISYMMETRIC TEST CASE FREE JETFL£)W#1
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RGURE 14. AXISYMMETRIC TEST CASE - FREE JET FLOW #2
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FIGURE 17 PHOTOGRAPH OF THE HOLOGRAPHIC TABLE










FIGURE 20. SURFACE INTERFEROGRAM OF A CLAMP UNDER STRAIN.
c^tT'T^Thf

















FIGURE 22. DRECT PRINT OF A HOLOGRAM (DARK RELD)







FIGURE 23.AXISYMMETRIC FREE JET, 60 PSIG. Z=3.0CM
FIGURE 24. AXISYMMETRIC FREE JET, 60PS1G. Z = I.OCMv
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FIGUFE 25. ASYMMETRIC SECTION OFA FREE JET, 60PSIG.,
Z=.5CM. jrTILT, f = 5°







DOUBLE- EXPOSED TEST SECTION HOLOGRAM
FIGURE 27 • (R,€) COORDINATES FOR A LINE OF SIGHT THROUGH




RGURE 28 : EFFECT OF APPERATURE SIZE AND FOCUS PLANE
POSITION ON PENCIL SIZE OF RAYS ABOUT A LINE-
OF-SIGHT RECORDED BY CAMERA.
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FIGURE 31 FRINGE CURVES AND CORRESPONDING
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FIGURE 34 SKETCH CF THE AXISYMMETRIC DENSITY SOUJTION
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R6URE 38 SOLUTION OF THE TILTED PLANE DENSITY ON FIVE
DIAMETER LINES, 60 PSIG
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1. The Abel Inversion
For the case of axisymmetry, the function f becomes invariant
to a rotation of the coordinate system, and equation eleven reduces to:
9 9
•where r=(x + y ) 1/2, which is a foirm of Abel's integral equation with
a well known solution. The Abel inversion has long been the standard
method for reducing the data from axisymmetric interferograms.
[Ladenberg, ed. 1954 ]. It has been well studied and optimized. Unnnodi-
fied, the Abel solution overshoots the correct values when crossing
shock wave discontinuities. Iterative methods have been developed which
reduce this problem [Sangster and Shaw 1968]. In addition, there is the
"reduced function" method previously mentioned.
2. The Generalized Abel Inversion
Recently a generalization of the Abel inversion by A. Pal has
been reported [Cavanaugh , et.al. 1969] which applies to the two-dimen-
sional function of equation eleven. It is in the process of being applied
and evaluated at another laboratory. The method appears to have very




By representing the two-dimensional domain as a region of
NXN , discrete cubes of constant values (see figure five) , one can
2 • • • 2
represent equation eleven as a set of N linear equations in N un-
known cube densities. The complexity of the resulting matrix inversion
4problem increases with the increasing size of the N matrix of coeffi-
cients, however, and the method is not presently competitive.
4. Rowley's Method
An analytical method involving a two-dimensional fourier trans-
form has been reported recently [Rowley, 1969] , but no application of
the method is known to have been attempted.
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APPENDIX B MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS
The selection of a set of functions which are orthogonal and defined
over the domain has been made on the assumption that there exists a
polynomial transform relationship which corresponds to the relationship
between the functions f and g. Consider the operator notation of
equation (11):
g-Tf (Bl)
^^^ich has an inverse operation:
f-T~'2| (B2)
One seeks a pair of orthogonal polynomial sets which , with an appropriate
weighting function w, will satisfy the same transfonm operations.
Herlitz [1963], following a procedure from the diffraction theory of
aberrations [Born and Wolf, 1959], for the cylindrically symmetric form
of equation (11) , and for the domain r ^ 1 , used the Chebyshev functions
[Madelung, 1953]:
(B3)Vk(v)- sinVWcocW)
"W^ich satisfy the orthogonality relation
and the Zernike polynomials
,
which have the form of the Legendre poly-
nomials of argument t = 3.V" -\
^
and are orthogonal over the unit circle:
a(^\<-v\) \ ?^(t)?^Mr^r ^ S^^j^ (B5)
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Using the Mehler integral [V\/hittaker and Watson, 1927]:
where Cos. -^- ^ ^^^ Cos
-p; - Y , Herlitz reports the transform
pair:
TPJO- I;, V,^,,M (B7)
and P, (iV- ^J-V,,>) (B8)
Thus , by expanding £(r) in the Zernike polynomials with unknown co-
efficients CO
k-o




The orthogonality relationship (B4) allows the determination of the
unknown coefficients
Application of the evaluated coefficients Ai^ to the expansion of
equation fB9) yields the desired solution for the density.
Maldonado [1965], in a similar analysis for the axisymmetric case
over the entire domain v^ ^ oo ^ using a generating procedure attributed
to Bhatia and Wolf [1954], obtained the orthogonal polynomials:
M
in which Lj^ are the Laguerre polynomials , defined over the interval \~ < ck>
,
Uev.(^x,cxv) = (-0 -^ Lk(^'>^^-^^'v') (^12)
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which have a transform relationship with gaussian weighting function:
\ UeJ^x.cxv) e'' ax- ^-{-^ V\,,(ocY) ' (B13)
/_00 IS o ^
where rlg^rA"^^ are the Hermite polynomials.




Expanding the function f in terms of the polynomials U:
and applying the transform g -~\\ , one obtains:
oO
Again , the application of the orthogonality relationship (B14) provides for
the evaluation of the unknown expansion coefficients:
As one can see , the logical structure of the development is the same as
the Herlitz expansion , with the exception that the domain is here defined
over the entire x, y plane. The evaluation of the unknown density function
is made by evaluating equation (B15) with the coefficients obtained from
(B17).
The same procedure is used for the asymmetric case. The poly-
nomials chosen are [Maldonado , 1966]:
which have been chosen to have the property of "invariance in form" to a
rotation of the coordinate system [Maldonado, 1965].
n(A+2.lc
.(w\+l<)i_
(A%«V)* e*'"* i:,fe%ofv^) («")
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The "invariance m form" is demonstrated: suppose one niakes a
rotation of the axis by angle ^ . The polynomial U beconaes:
•i"^ X.
«..J-V)=(-0>[(-^.
U^^av.((^x'.W=^ e \J^^M^>^V (B20)
Clearly , the form of the polynomial has remained unchanged.
The polynomials
,











where the orthogonality relationship becomes:
-'t*
-M
The property of "invariance in form" preserves the form of the relation-
ships for both the transform operation (B21) and the orthogonality condition
(B22) during arbitrary rotations of the axes, ^ .
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A similar expansion of the function f in ternis of the polynomial
U IS:
OO CO
\(x.y)-Z L^y. ^^.2X^)^-M.^w Ux^CXV^) e (B23)








-oCy'r . u ">3 1 1 V
'-w^^-^W -YVM^V-^"
(B24)
from which an application of the orthogonality relationship yields an
evaluation of the unknown coefficients
^-ya-^2.V^ •
.tr 00
r - « a(v.l)M^,,^(«yOe''™^<iVd|
--h -*» (B25)
which allow the evaluation of the expanded function f of equation (B23).
The progressive application of the same logical sequence , which has
been given, demonstrates the development of this method of inversion





A FORTRAN IV COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR INVERTING THE
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1. The Description of Input Parameters:
CMS selects CP/CMS (terminal) or OS/MVT (batch) computer
operation of the program. The selection is made by
choice of the proper CMS definition card in the calling
routine HOLOVERT.
IMAX is the number of intervals of the input data in the radial
direction, from y'= -S/2 to +S/2. 1 IMAX 201.
JMAX/2 is the number of intervals of the input data in the
azimuthal direction , from § = 0° to the edge of the
orthogonal subinterval. ^ JMAX/2 < 36 , if JMAX/2
is set to zero, the value of JMAX will default to 1.
This applies to the axisymmetric case where only one
line of data is needed.
NOTE: The dimension statements for G and GA in HOLOVERT
set a limiting value of IMAX*JMAX at 5151. This would
be exceeded if both values were individually set to their
maximum. Only the dimension statements in HOLOVERT
need be changed to change program dimensions.
KLIMIT sets the number of B and D coefficients which will be
computed corresponding to each k index of the double
series.
1^ KLIMIT ^1000 for asymmetric (SYM = 0)
1^ KLIMIT^ 2000 for symmetric (SYM 0)
MLIMIT sets the number of KLIMIT sets of B and D coefficients
which will be computed corresponding to each m index
of the double series.
1< MLIMIT. MLIMIT may be any size, limited only by
the disk space available for storage. Values greater
than 50 are not desirable , however.
KEXTRA is the number of extra terms that will be included in
the evaluation of the k series after the term size has
failed the epsilon criterion.
O^KEXTRA^ KLIMIT. This value insures that the term
size has stabilized at a small value prior to truncating
the evaluation. When the evaluation fails to converge
prior to reaching KLIMIT terms
,




MEXTRA the number of extra M series that will be evaluated
after the K series evaluations have become small.
MEXTRA has the same effect upon the m term
evaluation as does KEXTRA on the K series.
^ MEXTRA ^ MLIMIT.
ALPHA the scale factor for the Hermite and Laguerre
polynomials. 1. ^ ALPHAS 5.
Maldonado, et.al. have shown that the factor Alpha
has a significant effect upon the convergence
criteria of the series. The guide line given is to
match the edge slopes of the G function to a gaussian
curve: G- e ^
Then one uses the value o< which matches. For the
G functions used in this investigation, the variable
SIZE has been adjusted to keep the function edges
near
. 8 on the unit circle. ALPHA = 2. has been
satisfactory for the experimental inversions.
SIZE defines the diameter of the region from which data
is taken, i.e. the diameter of the inversion circle.
SIZE has been 2. 5 or 3. for all experimental inversions
2. for all mode 1 test runs.
EPS is the convergence criterion. When the Nth term of the
series becomes less than EPS tinies the partial sum to
date , the KEXTRA or MEXTRA terms begin counting
extra terms. If the (N+KEXTRA) term remains less
than EPS*SUM
,
the series is truncated. EPS=. 0001
was used in most inversions.
RHO-INF is the atmospheric density, in mg/cc.
,
entered as an
input for the density conversion of the output data.
1.176 mg/cc. was used for the experimental inversions.
LAMBDA is the wavelength of the hologram source light in angstroms,
X =6941.0 A for ruby laser holograms. X =6328.0 A for
helium-neon holograms.
BETA is the first term binomial expansion coefficient of the
relation between index of refraction and density.
BETA=. 000291 for red light (6900A ) BETA =. 000293 for
yellow-green light (5500A ).
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MODE selects the manner in which the G -array will be obtained.
The three modes are described in the text and in the
subroutine comment cards o£ the program. In addition
to modes 1,2, and 3, the parameter may be modified.
Mode = -1, -2, or -3 will utilize subroutine FIELD2 which
generates the B and D coefficients individually as needed.
It requires much more time , but does not use offline disk
space. MODE = 11 , 12 , or 13 will assume the B and D
coefficients are already stored on the disk, will bypass
subroutine BDGEN and use the previously computed co-
efficients. This provides a restart capability to the
program. Once the coefficients have been generated,
one can vary the output parameters for repeat inversions.
SYM
POINTS
selects the symmetry paramenters of the field to be
inverted. SYM is called JSYM in the program.
SYM = - completely asymmetric field
SYM = 1 ,2 ,3,4. . . . - 1,2,3,4... regularly spaced
planes of symmetry exist in the field, aligned with
plane number one on the X-Z plane.
SYM > JMAX - an axisymmetric field.
is the number of points to be inverted on each sampling
line. POINTS ^1
LINES is the number of lines of points through the field to be
inverted LINES ^ 1
DIAGNOS provides a series of levels of diagnostic printout. It is
helpful if errors show up in the program to printout the
parameters as they are computed. No explanation will be
made here , as the use of this parameter involves detailed
study of the program anyway. DIAGNOS = 0. for normal
operation.
STD.DEV, provides the ability to add a random error of given standard
deviation to the add-on function G-array. The resulting
inversion will reflect the effect of random errors to the
data. This parameter allows some degree of error estimate
to the experimental data.
STD. DEV. =0.0 for normal operation
STD. DEV. = . 0625 for ± 1/8 fringe number error in the data.
PHIZERO is the angle in degrees
,
which the first line to be inverted
will make with the X axis. PHIZERO =0. for most uses.
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DELPHI is the angular incrementation, in degrees, that successive
inversion lines will make with the X-axis. The second line
will be at PHI=PHIZERO+DELPm , etc.
YPZERO is the y' position of the first line to be inverted, in the
primed coordinate system rotated by angle PHI
YPRANGE is the range over which y' will uniformly vary for the
number of lines to be inverted. If one sets DELPHI = 0.
and YPRANGE ?^0. A cartesian array of points will be
selected, if DELPHIi^O. and YPRANGE=0. A cylindrical
array of points will be selected.
XPZERO is the position of the beginning of each line to be inverted
(in the primed coordinate system).
XPRANGE is the range over which the number of points selected will




is the number of the function to be inverted. In mode 1
this number corresponds to the function number in sub-
routine FUNCT. In modes 2 and 3 it serves as a run
identifying number on the output.
is the number of the function in FUNCT to be used as an
add-on function. ADD. FUN=0. will default the use of an
add-on function.











- prints the G-array.
- prints the G-array with a pause for paper spacing
on the terminal prior to printing.
- prints both G-array and the add-on G-array.
- prints both G-arrays with terminal pauses for
spacing.
- punches the G-array on a deck of cards and
prints the G-array
- punches the modified G-array sum of both on




GRAPH prints a graph of each line of the G -array. GRAPH =
0. — no graph.
1. — a graph of G-array for each J.
2. — same as 1.
,
with terminal pause.
3. — both G-array and add-on G-array are on each graph.
4. -- same as 3. , with terminal pause.
LIN.PRT prints the inversion results LIN.PRT =
0. — G-array is set up, inversion results are not printed.
Inversion is not performed unless MAP.BND=0.
1. — prints the inversion results a line at a time.
2. — prints the inversion results with a terminal pause
prior to each line of points
,
for paper spacing.
It also sets a terminal pause prior to MAP output
,
if MAP is used.
MAP.BND prints a map of the inversion array on the printer,
library subroutine MTMPII. MAP.BND=
Uses
0. -- map is not printed.
5^0. — the number used defines the interval between con-
tours of the function f on the map, e. g. 0. 2.
A,B ,C ,D,E ,P are variable function parameters for the functions in
subroutine FUNCT , as used in mode 1 inversion.
S,T,U,V,W,Q are variable function parameters for the functions of sub-
routine FUNCT
,
as used for the add-on function.
PHISYM is an input angle entered in the data cards for mode 2 or 3
operation that defines a rotation between the inversion
coordinate system and the laboratory , or output coordinate
system, e.g. if the plane of symmetry of the function was
at 5° in the laboratory system, one would enter 5. in the
data cards. Output would then be in the laboratory coordinate
system. Raw data for mode 2 is entered in the laboratory
coordinate system; G-array data for mode 3 is entered in the
data plane coordinate system.
XO,YO are the laboratory coordinates of the estimated center of the
function, entered in the data cards used in mode 2, to provide
a well-centered inversion. Output is in laboratory coordinates.
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INPUT DATA for batch operation, input data cards are read in order:
1) 7 cards o£ input data , format 89 of calling program
HOLOVERT; data corresponds exactly to parameters
in the sample dialogue.
2) IF USED: data cards for numerical function, formats
88 , 89 of subroutine FREAD.
3) IF USED: data cards for numerical add-on function,
formats 88 , 89 of subroutine FREAD.
4) input data for mode 2 or mode 3
-mode 2: formats 59, 58 of subroutine SHEET;
if NCODE.GE.l: format 29 of subroutine
SIM.
-mode 3: formats 39, 38 of subroutine READ.
5) a blank card if another data set follows , otherwise a
FINISH card; format 60, HOLOVERT.
For terminal operation , input data 2) , 3) , and 4) are
entered in the above formats in separate files and
given optional filenames/filetypes. The organization
of files for execution is handled by exec file HOLOFER.
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